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Abstract

This dissertation describes the interpretation of five seismic 

refraction profiles on th continental shelf and slope, the l'ranskel 

Basin and the Mozambique Ridge of the fouth Western Indian Ocean. 

Velocities from 1.98 to 3.51 km/sec obtained for the continental shelf, 

and slope profiles are correlated with sediments of Cretaceous and 

younger age. Directly below this group are rocks with velocities in the 

range 4.0 - 5.5 km/sec, probably representatives of the Karroo and Cape 

Supergroups. The basement is coTprised of rocks with velocities 6.31 and 

5.94 km/sec which is consistent with granite at this depth of burial.

. The profiles in the Transkei Basin show a thick layer of sediment 

with velocity range 1.51 to 3.57 km/sec, underlain by a refracting layer 

in which the average velocity is 4.5 km/sec. The velocity of 6.6 km/sec 

obtained for the oceanic layer is similar to tbe velocities of the crustal 

layer measured in the Argentine Basin and the Pacific Ocean. The mantle 

velocity 8.1 km/sec is consistent with the average mantle velocity for 

the Indian Ocean but significantly lower than tbe Pacific Ocean average 

of 8.20 km/sec. A plate tectonic model of the early opening of the 

South Atlantic is used to describe the evolution of the Transkei Basin.

On the Mozambique Ridge the thin sediments (0.7 km) arc underlain 

by two refracting layers with velocities averaging 2.27 and 5.65 km/sec. 

The profile wis not long enough to determine velocities from layers 

deeper than the 5.65 km/sec material. This seismic velocity structure of 

the upper porMfvs of the profiles on the ridge is very similar to the 

upper section of several profiles off the East African Coast as reported 

by Francis et al, and Francis and Shor. The crustal section of the Ridge 

was determined by Hales and Nation (22 km to the Moho discontinuity); 

they also report that the Ridge is in isostatic equilibrium when compared



with the adjacent Transkei Basin. The preferred interpretation of the 

Mozambique Ridge is that of an oceanic crust; however, interpretation 

in terms of a subsided continental fragment cannot be categorically



FIGURE -. Locations of the profiles in the survey area
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D1CITAL DATA PROCESSING OF MARISE SEISMIC RECORDS 

FROM THE SOUTH VEST INDIAN OCEAN

I. Introduction 

A Genera]

As part of South Africa's participation in the International 

Indian Ocean Expedition (110E), seismic refraction investigations were 

carried out in portiois of the South Western Indian Ocean during May 

and June of 1962. The lcsults of two of tne profiles have been reported 

(Green and Hales, 1966) but five profiles remained to be interpreted.

1 have recently undertaken this interpretive work under Green1? 

supervision, and the results are renorted in this study.

The profile regions include the continental shelf area of the 

J’ondolnnd coast, the Mozambique Ridge and sites in the adjacent Transkei 

basin* Figure (1) shown the locations of the profiles together with a’l 

the refraction lines reported for these areas. Those include the profiles 

of Green and llales ’,66), Ludwig et al (19t>8), haler, and Nation (1973) 

and Bar.rctt (private communication).

B > Kxpcrlrrntal Techniones used nt Sea

A single ship technique was developed for the seismic refraction 

studies (Green and Hales, 1966). The three recording buoy1* which acted «<s 

receiving stations were normally spaced 10 km apart, and this ensured 

that tl»o profile would bf effectively overlapped by at least two of the 

buoys, lhe first 160 kg depth chargn shot was dropped 60 km distant 

along the line of buoys on the one side and 11 >f* last shot at the corre

sponding distance on the othur side. Close to the buoys. 5, 11 ; id 23 kg of
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explosives (geophex) v-»re fired using burring fuse delays. The ship 

cruised at 10 to 12 knots so that from the time of dropping the buoys 

until recovery about eleven hours elapsed.

C. Equipment at Sea

The ship's equipment is shown in block form in figure (2).

Portable tape recorders with the required time resolution, weight and 

power consumption combined with an endurance of eleven hours were not 

available, and accordingly it was decided to use a triggered tape recor

ding system. The trigger tone was provided by a 1000 Hz tuning fork which 

modulated a 7.9 mc/s transmitter. The modulation was suppressed for one- 

tenth of a second every half second, and these breaks were used as time 

marks. The time marks were codcd so that the time marks on buoy records 

could be correlated with the shot instant records obtained on the ship. 

The shot time was obtained from a towed hydrophone and a back up 

seiRi*!CZwi.er on the ship and recotding was carried out on a 35 mm photo

graphic reading paper camera running at '•'.out A cm/sec.

The equipment that made up the buoy package is shown in block 

form in figure (3). The 7.9 mc/s receiver was designed Tor the unattended 

stations'of an earth tremor program. The demodulated signal from th' 

receiver was channeled to a tuning fork filter ut it and the filter’* 

rectified output was used as the trigger bias to start the tape transport 

The triggering time was about 2 seconds and the unit had a built in

« *

'hold ou' of about 12 seconds to cope with radio fading. The unfiltered 

receiver signal was recorded on one of the tracks of the twin track tape 

recorder and this provided the time trace.

The tape recorder van n standard portable operating on internal 

batteries. It had been modified by replacing the single trr.cl h ..1 with 

a twin track system and the 'on' switch w.is relay activated by the output
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of the tuning fork filter unit. The hydrophones that were used were 

E V P 5's and these were suspended at a depth of about 52 meters. The 

hydrophone signal was amplified by a wide band (4-600 Hz) arnlifier and 

then recorded as an F.M tone that utilized a center frequency of 5 kHz. 

The tape was 12.7 mil 6.4mm wide tape and the recorder had a total i cor

ding time o£ 35 minutes.

For the first profiles the buoy equipment included a V.H.F. 

transmitter and a crystal clock. The clock war. included since it had been 

found in the land work that the trigger unit would work when the 1000 Hz 

signal was completely masked by noise and no time marks could be recorded, 

at sea however, the time marks were always> good and the clock was not 

used for the later profiles. The V.H.F. transmitter was control led by a 

time switch so that it transmitted for five minutes every half hour 

beginning at a preset time from 8-12 hours after the buoys were dropped.

It was intended that this signi,-] should servo for tt»e location of the 

buoys. The other locating device was a 90 cm diameter hydrogen filled 

meteorological balloon tethered to the buoy on a 60 meter line. As. a 

result of excellent navigation on the S.A. Natal and the good visibility 

of the balloon the V.H.F. transmitter location system proved to be un

necessary and it was not used on the later profiles.

D. Playback of Magnetic Tapes

Prior to use of the Institute's facility for the digitising and 

computer handling of geophysical data, the records were replayed via a 

standard rtrorder into a multichannel recording oscillogianh. After 

demodulation the signal vcas passed through a set of filter units, the cut 

off frequency set for 6f)0 to 150 Hr., 150 to f«0 Hz, and 4 to 50 Hr., i'ie 

roll off being 18db/octnvc. One trace was left unfiltered in order to 

verify that relevant information »as not lost or added in th* filtering
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process. The high pass channel was used to pick the Line of arrival of 

the direct wave through the water whilst reflections and refractions were 

normally obtained from the low frequency channels.

Figure (A) shows a typical 'hard copy' record from the Transkei 

basin, as obtained with the original teplay equipment. WW is the direct 

arrival through the water. The bubble pulse shows clearly. The first 

reflection from the ocean bottom is followed by the sub-bet torn reflec

tion; these are marked Rj and R2 . The multiple reflected arrivals are 

R^R2 flIK* *,?R2 with the subscripts refering to the reflecting layer. 

Channels marked C are the clock traces with 1/2 sec time marks.

After the construction of the institute's anologue-digital converter 

(Creen 1973) the tapes were digitised and record sections were generated 

to aid In the interpretation of the data and figure. (5) i3 a block diagram 

of the equipment utilized in this process.

The tape recorder uaed for the replay was similar to the oac used 

In the original buoy equipment and playback speed was 93?.5 mm/sec.

Aft*»r demodulation the signal was passed through a filler unit set with 

a bandpass of 3 to 170 l!z, The pulse generator was ujjudted so that t 

digitising rate of 500 sacpleu/sec was obtained. The length of time that 

a record had to be digitised was set up on the tape search and control 

unit and together with the time codc translator which was pulsed by the 

pul si generator, control of the digitised tape could be obtained In terns 

of the pulse rate, The number of samples ta'icn during that time interval 

was recorded on tlie sample counter. The digital transport generate* a 

standard 9 track I.B.M. format tape with 360 cortpatibi li ty

E. Diult*1 Proces; lna of Re< yrd

To prevent aliasing the digitisation rate was always more than 

340 samples/r.cc as the Nyqulst i re juency was 170 Hz,
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FIGURE t), Shan*' ;«j' digital filter u»**d in filtering the digital record 

flections for different values of 'X',



The program used to read the digital tapes and to produce record 

sections on the plotter, required the following information for oach shot;

(i) distances from the buoy (ii) digitisation rate (iii) amplitude and

(iv) the band pass filter points. These data was obtained from the hard 

copy rccords.

Due to the variations of speed of the tape recorder and the 

oscillograph the effective sampling rate v. ricd from 400 to 500 samples/ 

sec. This variation had to be considered when the computer record sections 

were plotted and the individual records had to be corrected so that the 

time of a particular arrival corresponds to the same time on the 

oscillograph records. This procedure did not however correct the travel 

times of the later arrivals.

F. Digital Filtering

Digital filtering techniques were applied to the record sections 

to enhance the 6cir.mic signal in the presence of noise. In order to design 

a suitable filter a knowledge of the characteristics of both, the signal 

and the noire is needed.

Digital filtering can be performed by multiplication in the 

frequency domain or by convolution in the time domain.

F(W). C(W) •*—«*. / g O O . f ( t - x )  dx 

where f(l) is «.he time series te be filtered and g(x) is tlie Fourier 

transform of G(W), The desired filter function g(x) must be symmetric in 

order that the filter fiot alter the phase function f(t).

The filtering in this study was done in the frequency domain ucing 

the l.U.M. scientific subroutines Rharl and Harm. The shape of the c’igital 

filter used is given in figure (G). The filter in conine tapered and is 

symmetric.*!. The i liter v. a tapered so a?: to prevent ringing. Its 

cocificlenta are given by
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FLl - FL - FL/X

FL2 - FL -f FL/X

FH1 • FH - FH/X

FH2 - Fll FH/X

where FI. 1 FH are the band pass frequencies. Several values Cor 'X' 

were tested and the optimum value was 4.0. This gave a roll-off of 12 

db/octave. Higher values than 4.0 caused ringing and the values lower than 

4.0 slurred out the cosine function and passed more of the lower and 

higher frequencies.

To Improve the signal to noise latlo of th<s refracted arrivals 

the records were filtered using the above filter with center frequencies

5 and 20 Hz. Figure (7) gives the frequency spectra of the refracted 

arrivals from a depth charge and a 11 kg shot. As can be seen maximum 

energy is concentrated in the range 4 to 20 Hz.



II. Meth. a of Interpretation

A. Corrections

v

The sinking rate f^r the 5, 11 and 23 kg shots »rere determined 

experimentally by di > oing respective weights attached to a rope over 

the side of the ship and measuring the distance travelled in a given 

period of tiue. The sinking rate was approximately 1.4 m/sec. This value 

was confirmed from measurements of the time difference between the first 

and second bottom reflections. The sinking rate 2.55 m/sec for the depth 

charge was taken from the curves published by Officer and I'uenschcl 

(1951). Knowing the time arrival of the direct wave through the water, 

the time the explosive went over ;.he side of the ship, the speed oi the 

ship and the depth to which the shot sank,the shot instant time and 

surface corrections can be calculated.

B. K a u x  lVpth

To determine the water depths for the profiler, where refractions 

from the top of 'he sediment were absent reflections ( R p  w<>re uued for 

each buoy of the profile. These high frequency arrivals are strong and 

were clearly visible on the reflection tccord sections. It can be shown 

that for

T2 - (X2 + 4*H2>/V2 

where T, l»n , V0 and X are the travel time, thickness, average velocity 

in the water and shot* distance vespoctivcly. The shot distance w?s obtained 

by reading the time of arrival of the direct wave through the watei and 

multiplying by the average horizontal water velocity. A mean velocity 

of 1.51 km/sec was used for the water throughout the calculations. A 

least tq'iares &oluticn of the* parameters T 2 and X’’ yielded the water I'epth 

Mp . An arithmetic average of the water depth was used for profiles where

— L»
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more than one buoy worked. Shots closer than 15 kin to the ouoy were used 

for reflection data as it was found that the difference between actual 

water depth and the depth computed for the point of reflection increased 

with increasing distance. This effect is due to the velocity gradient in 

the water.

C. Sediment Structure

The bediment structure for profiles 15, 16 and 17 was obtained by 

fitting moduls to the reflected arrivals R2 and the multiple arrivals 

RlR2 and R2R2. The ray paths for these arrivals are shown in figure (S). 

These arrivals are outstanding features on all the buoy recorcs, with the 

energy associated with them increasirg from RjR^ through to R]R2 and R2 R 2 

ac distances greater than 12 kms. This energy increase can be attributed 

in part to a very low reflection coefficient between the water sediment 

interface and a relatively high reflection coefficient between the 

unconsolidated material and the sub-bottoo reflector as suggested by 

Crecn and Hales (1966).

To determine the velocity gradient in the unconsolidated sediments 

theoretical travel time curves were computed for Rp, RjR2 ar>d R 2R 2 for 

model structures and these were then compared with the observations.

Using the average water depth calculated from the bottom reflections R^ 

and assuming horizontal layering two models were investigated:

(i) The sedimentary velocity increases linearly 

with depth of burial and

(ii) tl.j velocity increases at a rate j. oportional 

to the square root of the depth of burial.

A program was run to compute the travel times for R2»R]R2 and ^2^2*

It cau be shown that for case (i) above the time spent in the 

sediment is given by
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T - (l/g>log/v[l+(l-P2V2)* ] I  [l+(l-P2V2)*]Vo} 

where V - VQ + gh

and for case (11)

T - (2/Pg2) | arcainPV-arcsinPV0+PV0 log[y0 (l+(l-p2V2)-)/

V(l+(l-P2V2)!)j|

where V - VQ + ghJ

P » sin a/Vo a * angle of incidence

VQ » velocity at the top of the sediment 

g ■ velocity gradient 

and h - depth of burial (Slotnlck,1959)

All the calculations were carried out using a velocity of 1.51 

km/sec at the top of the sediment. The theoretical curves for case (1) 

and the observations for proi'ile 15, buoy 2 are f h o w n  in figure (8).

The velocity corresponding to each observation was estimated by interpo

lating between the curves. A least square method was used to calculate the 

standard deviation for the different models run. The model with the 

minimum standard deviation was taken as the lest fit to the observations. 

Case (ii) was run for profile 15 and l£ gave a poorer fit than case (i). 

For all the profiles n linear velocity gradient of 0.9 sec~^ was found 

to fit the data best.

D. Velocity Determination

After reading the h a r d  copy records, the data for each buoy were 

plotted as travel time ' C u r v e s .  These travel time curves were partitioned 

into straight line segments, corresponding to refractions from various 

layers. Using Ewing's method (Ewing et al, 1340) of least squares for 

overlapping profiles a computer program was run to compute the intercept 

time end apparent velocities iu both directions. The method has t!ie 

advantage- that a  single data point from a buoy can be made use of in the
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interpretation since it combines all the data from all the buoys of a 

single profile. The formulae are based on the following assumptions and 

relations;

(i) Each layer is bounded top and bottom by 

planes And transmit seismic waves f.t a 

constant velocity.

(ii) At the interface between two layers e 

path of the seismic wave is bent according 

to Snell's law sina^/slua2 ■ Vj/V2 where aj 

and a2 are the angles of incidence and 

refraction and Vj.V^ the velocities in the. respec

tive layers.

(ili) A vave travelling In any layer with velocity 

V and incident upon the surface ot a .Vyer at 

an angle a with the normal has on apparent 

velocity V/sina along the surface.

(Iv) Any travel time will be unchanged If shot point 

and recording point, arc interchanged.

(v) The 'reverse points' of any oppositely directed 

overlapping pair of profiles must be equal.

(vi) The 'time intercept' points for each layer for 

all profile's of the group must be collinear

In cases where the actual condition deviates lightly from the 

* • »

assumptions-where for instance an interface is not perfectly plane-the 

solution gives the plane which best approximates the actual surface.

The travel time plots together with the record sections for the. 

five profiles are given in the following chapter (iii). The equations 

for each straight line segment of these plots were determined by the

above method and the apparent velocity and intercept time obtained is
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noted adjacent to the line. For clerity solid lines were drawn joinirg 

the refractions frow various layers on the record sections, these 

lines do not signify that s arrival from a layer was utilised froru all 

tbo records. The arrival utilized from the records are given in the 

travel time plots.

E. Depth Sections

For computing the true velocity, dip and thickness of each layer 

the stepwise process of Ewing (1963) was employed. An average velocity 

for the unconsolidjtcd sedioent was u.;cd for profiles 15, 16 and 17. The 

intercept time for the layer '-"mediately below the sedimc ,t is given by;

T - 2HQ(V* - V  /V0V2 + 2 1 1 ^  - #  / V ^  

for horizontal layering. Ho and Vo are the water thickness and velocity.

Hj the sediment thickness calculated from reflection data and V 2 the 

velocity for the layer below the sediment that was obtained from refrac

tion data. Thus the equation maybe solved for V|, the average velocity 

of the sediment. Where the difference in the apparent velocities from a 

layer were insignificant the arithmetic average cf the two velocities 

were used.

Estimates of errors in the apparent velocities were calculated 

using the tornula of Dowling (1968). He has also shown (1970) that 

velocity uncertainties do not propagate very stiongly in seismic refrac

tion calculations and that the uncertainties in the overlying layers can 

be neglected. The errO-rc giv< » are the standard deviations in the apparent 

velocities.



FIGURE 9. Travel-tine pJ.ot for profile 20
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Station 20 

Apparent Velocities and Intercept Times

Table 1

Layer No Velocity (ka/sec) Intercept Time (sec)

S.W N.E S.W N.E

1 1.51 1.51 -

2 1.98 *.01 1.98 ±.01 0.09 +.01

mm
0.09 ±.31

3 2.70 ±.02 2.70 ±.02 0.40 ±.01 0.40 ±.01

* 4 3.43 ±.05 3.60 +.04 0.71 ±.04 0.86 ±.04

5 4.41 ±.02 4.35 ±.02 1.37 ±.01 1.34 ±.01

6 6.32 - 2.14 -

True Velocities, Thicknesses and Dips

Layer No Velocity (ka/scc) ThickneasCka) Depth(km) Dlp(neg) rela

•

Buoy 2 Buoy 3 Bu'-'y 2 Buoy 3 tive to surfacc

1 1.51 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.0

2 1.98 0.41 0.41 0.52 0.52 0.0

3 2.70 0.82 0.51 1.34 1.03 0.0

4 3.51 1.04 1.67 2.38 2.70 1.70

5 4.38 1.71 1.44 4.09 4.14 -1.74

6

...... 1

6.31*

L  ________ .

- -
- -0.26

4.09 4.14

* Unrtvcrsed velocity froiu one side of single buoy only.
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